Bubble Rotational Features – Preliminary Investigations
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Abstract

Photography experiments dedicated to explore the formation of bubble bottom vortex revealed that rising bubbles may develop even three types of rotational motion. A clockwise (CW) rotational motion is assembled within the bubble upper half sphere, a counter clockwise (CCW) rotary is developed within the bottom half sphere and a spliced (CW/CCW) bi-rotary motion can be assembled at the bubble equator or within the bubble vortex. Other experiments indicated that displacement of ions within the bubble spherical curvatures results in gathering of anions within the upper bubble half sphere, while the rotational grouping of cations prevail within the bubble bottom half sphere and its vortex. The merging and splicing of both oppositely directed and oppositely charged bubble rotational motions, resulting in assembly of ionic double helix motion, indicate that rising bubble rotational features are very akin to the architecture of RNA/DNA molecules. Thus, the matching properties of rising bubble bi-polar and bi-rotary features and architecture of RNA/DNA molecules are compared.
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Introduction

Bubbles generated in the sea surface waters during moderate and high wind speed conditions create whitecaps at the sea surface and produce sea salt aerosols [1-7]. During the rise in the water column bubbles also selectively scavenge some water constituents that enrich the sea surface micro layer [8,9] and sea derived aerosols [4,10,11].

The production of bubbles in the water intensifies with the increase in wind speed [12-14]. In addition, field and laboratory experiments confirmed that the production of bubbles in sea water and the related generation of sea-derived aerosol droplets increase with the degree of dissolved gases supersaturation [15,16].

Bubbles in the surface waters are mainly produced by breaking wave events, which are generated by the overturn of unstable wave crests [2,18]. However, the most enhanced production of bubbles and related generation of sea salt aerosols occurs under rainy and windy weather conditions [19].

Typical breaking wave-induced attenuation depth of bubbles in the sea surface water is c. 1 m [20,21] while rain droplets attenuate bubbles to the depth of c. 20 cm [12]. The size of the breaking wave mediated bubbles in the oceanic water ranges from about 1 µm to a few mm in radius, although their average occurrence radius is about 25 µm [21].

The depth of bubble dispersion in the water column increases with growing water temperature [21]. Immediately after dispersion in the water column, bubbles tend to rise according to their volume related buoyancy. During the rise in the water column, bubbles may gradually grow in size, especially under the conditions of supersaturation with respect to dissolved gases [16].

The speed of rising bubbles significantly differs between the so-called “dirty” (loaded with scavenged materials) and “clean” bubbles, as defined by Woolf and Thorpe [22]. The reported values range from 0.6 cm/s for “dirty bubbles” to 2.1 cm/s for “clean bubbles” of 0.1 mm radius and increase respectively to 4.8 cm/s for “dirty” and 8.5 cm/s for “clean” bubbles of 0.4 mm radius under water temperature of 10°C.

At the relatively “clean” water surface, single bubbles instantly burst ejecting a few large jet droplets of a micrometer size range and hundreds of small film droplets of sub-micrometer sizes [2,3,6,7,15]. Under such conditions, sea-derived droplets supply the troposphere with a variety of materials, including sea salt particles, providing condensation nuclei with an electric charge [12].

In the initial stage, the work has been dedicated to explain a process responsible for bubble mediated selective scavenging of bacteria in sea water [25]. During the experiments the bubble bottom vortex formation has been documented, but in addition an intriguing ability of rising bubbles to induce bi-ionic and bi-rotating motion has been discovered. Further experiments allowed distinguishing bubble tracers that perform a clockwise rotational motion, a counter clockwise motion and a spliced double helix like, bi-rotary motion. These findings offered to state a new concept of rising bubble rotational principles, which is introduced in. Since, the rising bubble rotational features showed very akin properties to spiraled molecules like RNA/DNA, a preliminary list of similarities is presented in.

Methods

Several laboratory experiments were undertaken to investigate the rising bubble rotary. In order to trace the bubble transcripts in the water column a photographic method was applied. The best photographs of bubble tracers were collected during the experiments with the use of a small glass cylinder of 50 ml volume under the condition of light illuminating from below the vessel (Figure 1).

During the experiments bubbles were generated in natural sea water or in artificial sea water by the effervescence method using a small (c. 1/10 of Salt Ems factitium (SEf) pill; by adding a small amount of sea salt or by adding 0.5 ml of CO₂ supersaturated water. Uniform-
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sized bubbles of 1 mm in diameter were produced by glass capillary aerators (Figure 1).

The transcripts of bubbles were recorded by a digital Canon 350D camera, with EF-S 18-55mm lens, enhanced by 8 dioptic power lenses or by the lens with reverse ring. Macro photographs were taken using Tamron Xr Di 28-75 lens deployed with a reverse ring. The bubble-mediated rotational motion was typically captured and visualized in pictures taken with 1/15, 1/20 or 1/30 second shutter time.

It has to be explained, that all recorded transcripts of free rising bubbles in the water column, visualize a superimposition of at least two interacting rotational motions, taking place at the bubble wall and its vortex simultaneously. This is the reason, why the captured transcripts have rather blurry contours.

The recorded transcripts of rising bubble tracks (Figures 2, 4, 6 and 7) were scaled (Figure 1) in order to determine bubble diameter (d) in mm, the speed of bubble rise (V) in mm/s (calculated from the length of recorded bubble track, divided by the camera shutter time). Among the rotational properties: the number of recorded helical circuits (N) in 1/s, and related pitch (P) in mm as well as a linear velocity of spiraling circuits (Vc) in mm/s were derived. The values of (Vc) were calculated from the following equation:

\[ Vc = d \pi N. \]  

Where: \( \pi = 3.1416. \)

The direction of rotary assembled within the bubble bottom hemisphere was indirectly determined through the effects induced by streams of jet droplets produced by bursting bubbles, collected on the rotary detection disk made of light cotton or polyurethane foam. The same direction of rotary was also induced by considering the slope of bubble circuits. In that sense, the bottom bubble circuits, characterized by larger pitch, were relatively more visible, thus it was easier to sense the direction of that rotary. All the reported experiments were performed in the Northern Hemisphere.

**Bubble upper half sphere circuits with clockwise rotary**

The bubble upper half sphere rotational circuits were easily detectable, since these form outer spirals, thus they are directly visible in the photos (Figure 2). This rotary motion forms relatively large diameter circuits of a smaller pitch as compared with bubble bottom half sphere circuits. For instance, a recorded bubble of diameter d=0.4 mm, produced by fuzzy salt at the water temperature of T=30°C and salinity of S=35% added c. 21 circuits in 1/15 second, which means it could assemble c. 20,000 circuits in a 1 m rise. In the captured transcript, also an internal rotating system assembled within the bottom half sphere can be seen as an internal core, although its features are covered by outer circuits (Figure 2).

By comparison with bottom bubble rotational features it is inferred that the upper half sphere develops and gathers a prescribed rotational motion in clockwise (CW) direction, although the direction of that sphere rotary was not measured yet. Probably, the rotary assembled within the bubble upper half sphere results from the displacement and acceleration of spherical hydrates and molecules intercepted into the spherical curvature of a bubble. It is assumed that, relatively heavier anions are probably more resistant to sudden displacement, thus these are successively accumulated within the upper bubble hemisphere. As a result the bubble upper half sphere gathers a prevailing negative charge. The net negative charge was confirmed by means of experiments devised to collect film droplets derived from the upper bubble cap during the bubble burst. These were collected on positively charged glass plate (Figures 1 and 3).

**Bottom bubble half sphere circuits with counterclockwise rotary**

In general, it is assumed that, if the rise speed of bubble is faster than the laminar motion, it results in reduction of hydrostatic pressure at the bubble bottom and accelerates displacement of ions and molecules at the bubble spherical curvature, thus it generates rotational features. In order to reveal the motion assembled within and under the bubble bottom half sphere, the rise speed of bubbles was increased, to force divergence of the upper hemisphere rotational circuits. It was noted that such divergent motion is more typical for bubbles larger than 0.3 mm.

After exceeding, the so-called critical speed, a bubble move fast enough to diverge the upper sphere circuits and reveal the bottom ones, which otherwise would be covered. For example, a captured bubble of d=0.375 mm rising in artificial seawater at Tw=55°C and S=35% with the speed of 33 mm/s perform c. 300 circuits per sec. of 0.11 mm pitch, spiraling with the speed of c. 353 mm/s at the helix wall (Figure 4). In order to compare both, that is: the upper and the bottom bubble hemispheric rotational parameters, the values of Vr, P, N, Vc are listed along with the direction of rotary of two bubbles of approximately the same diameter (Figure 4). It indicates that the rotary circuits developed at the bubble bottom hemisphere (tracer 1) are characterized by relatively higher rise speed, larger pitch and slightly reduced rotational speed at cylindrical tracer, as compared with the bubble of the same diameter but sustaining both rotaries, i.e. upper and the bottom ones (tracer 2).

The counterclockwise (CCW) direction of the bubble bottom half sphere rotary was inferred from the slope of recorded circuits (Figure 4, tracer 2). In addition, the (CCW) direction of rotary was confirmed by other sets of experiments dedicated to detect the rotary induced by a stream of jet droplets collected by the rotary detection discs made of ultra-light cotton and foam.

Other set of experiments using electrostatically charged plates exposed at the place of bubbles burst, confirmed that jet droplets derived from the bottom bubble sphere and bottom vortex contain a prevailing share of cations (Figures 1 and 5). The same, i.e. net positive charge of sea derived aerosols was previously reported by [12].

**Bubble double helix**

An especially interesting case has been observed when both CW
It has to be explained that the double helix splicing might be inevitable at the bottom bubble cavity, after the collapse of previously assembled bi-rotational circuits, as for instance captured in Figure 7. It is anticipated that the convergence of both rotaries towards the center of bubble bottom funnel cavity forces hyper-strong Pirouette effect. During that phase, the reduction of funnel scale decreases also the dimension of emerged rotaries to the smallest possible sizes that is possibly to molecular sizes. Considering for example the two bubbles of $d = 0.375$ mm captured in Figure 4, its potential reduction to nm sizes that is typical for DNA will be of $10^{-5}$ range. Thus the roughly calculated number of circuits per seconds due to cavity reduction will increase to $N \times 10^5$ that is $300 \times 10^5$ and $375 \times 10^5$ per second respectively for two scaled bubbles, if for simplicity, non viscous motion of bubbles in the water will be consider. At this stage of experimental approach, it should be mentioned that there is still much that we do not know about bubble rotational motion, but especially about dissipation of rotational features in the sub-bubble cavity.

**Discussion**

At this stage of research, the observations made suggest that bubbles rising in salty waters induce at least five of the following interacting properties: positive and negative electrostatic polarity, clockwise and counterclockwise directed rotary as well as enrichment of hydrophobic matter. These allow combining the synergic processing of matter incorporated into the three bubbles mediated rotational features: 1) the prevailing collection of anions within the bubble upper hemisphere; 2) the prevailing collection of cations within the bubble bottom vortex; as well as 3) selective drawing of hydrophobic material into the low pressure bottom vortex. Experiments confirmed that especially efficient collection, in terms of dissolved and suspended matter, occurs at the bubble bottom vortex. Considering the findings, it is suggested that the drawing of dissolved gasses [6,16] forms the bubble bottom upper layer and successively increases the bubble volume; the drawing of hydrophobic matter [10,11,25] composes a vortex middle layer, while the gathering of cations [12] forms a bottom vortex layer (“water panel” in Figure 8).

After the waterborne processing is completed, the matter is immediately transferred to air, where further airborne processing takes place (Figure 8).

It has to be underlined that further effort to explore the bubble rotational features in salty waters is needed. Among processes that need particular attention is a potential of rising bubbles to undergo splicing of bi-rotating motion at the wave slope. In addition, a set of similar investigations has to be completed in the Southern Hemisphere. Beside the experimental effort, a modeling and recently developed visualization techniques, that are applicable to indicate bubble rotation [23] should be developed. However, if the stated concept is correct, it may have extended impact on the overall chemistry, biology and medicine related research.

**Similarities between rotational properties of bubbles and RNA/DNA**

Since the bubble mediated bi-rotational and bi-ionic motion display akin features to the RNA/DNA architecture, and each single bubble organizes extremely precise rotational motion and splicing of matter, both bubble and RNA/DNA rotational systems are compared.

First of all, it is worth mentioning that the dissipation of below bubble rotaries may compress the rotaries and narrow the diameter of spiraled circuits even to a molecular size. Moreover, the sub-bubble...
Figure 4: Comparison of two similar bubbles of \( d = 0.375 \text{ mm} \): 1) sustaining only bottom circuits and 2) sustaining both the upper and bottom circuits, rotating around the vertical axis in terms of: rise speed (\( V_r \)), their pitch (P), number of circuits per second (N) and speed of rotation (\( V_c \)). Picture was taken in \( 1/15 \text{ second} \), at \( T_w = 55 \degree \text{ C} \), \( S = 35 \ppm \); bubbles were produced in artificial sea water by \( \text{SEf} \).

Figure 5: Residues of large jet droplets derived from bubble bottom vortex, containing dominating share of cations, collected on the negatively charged Plexiglas plate during the experiments dedicated to detect the bubble mediated separation of ions. The stream of bubbles of \( d = 1 \text{ mm} \) was produced in seawater by capillary aerator. The visible scale mark is \( 1 \text{ mm} \).

Figure 6: The merged upper and bottom half spheres helical motions, rotating around the vertical axis, forming double-helix empty cylinder with \( "x" \) marks (left tracer) of \( d = 0.18 \text{ mm} \); and bubble before the merging (right tracer) of \( d = 0.36 \text{ mm} \) in diameter, forming outer (upper) rotational coils covering internal (bottom circuits). The experiment was conducted at \( T_w = 30 \degree \text{ C} \) and \( S = 30 \ppm \); bubbles were produced by using the effervescence fuzzy salt.

Figure 7: Spherical cavity funnel, rotating around almost horizontal axis, formed below bubble of \( 0.18 \text{ mm} \) diameter, rising in water under \( T_w = 41.4 \degree \text{ C} \), \( S = 8 \ppm \). Bubble was produced by \( \text{SEf} \). Picture was taken by Tamron Xr Di 28-75mm lens with reverse ring, in \( 1/30 \text{ s} \) time.

Rotary can be assembled and continued in a water column even for tens of meters (although not confirmed yet). Secondly, the rising bubbles indicate that bubbles dissipate a high amount of energy by means of a rotational motion. Thirdly, bubble bottom vortex collects hydrophobic matter that can stabilize internal structures of molecules, if eventually assembled. Thus, the remnants may likely leave stretches capable of replicating precise (spiraled) motion and being very similar to the architecture of RNA/DNA molecules.

In order to state the anticipated similarities, the matching properties of bubble bi-polar and bi-rotary motions and architecture of RNA/DNA molecules are compared in (Table 1).

Subsequently, the preliminary comparison of both systems indicates that rising bubbles and RNA/DNA molecules demonstrate at least three very similar properties, namely: 1) bi-rotational spirals; 2) bi-electric lined-stretches, and 3) substantial, internal enrichment of hydrophobic materials. These surprising coherences, along with the capability of bubbles to assemble almost unlimited (hyper large) number of precise coils, allow to anticipate that the bubble and related bubble-to-aerosol system of matter processing may provide unique mechanism able to generate a bi-rotary and bi-ionic motion that can setup spiraled and be-spiraled molecules. In addition, the molecules may likely “memorize” the motion which can be replicated by means of activating a precise bi-rotary/bi-ionic system of precise spiraled motion. In particular, the continuous formation of the bubble bottom vortex that renews its cationic domain as well as collects hydrophobic matter and then compresses rotating upper and bottom bubble coils to molecular domains, plays the most important role, which involves both initiating and organizing activities. However, there is much about rotary of ions as well as bubbles in salty waters that we still do not know.

Finally, the bubble mediated organization of dissolved inorganic matter by means of rotational-electrostriction is elucidated. Thus, the previous concepts of matter synthesis on the primitive Earth, envisioned by [24] as well as the concept of "bubblesol" origin of life are directly supported. The principles of matter synthesis may base on bubble induced synergic processing that combine: the separation of anionic and cationic matter, rotational organization of bi-ionic stretches, providing isolating domain for polar basis and extreme rotational condensation of matter. The hyper abundant and continuous processing of matter in the euphotic column of oceanic
Water may likely result in extremely abundant assemblies of spiraled matter, especially in the tropical oceans. Since, the matter processing mechanisms are governed by the same set of physical principles; these might be responsible for assembly of coherent spiraled matter in a geological time scale. Thus bubble induced, rotational ionic activities might be responsible for initiating and forcing viability (i.e. rotary motion of ions) in bio cells, as well as inducing steady and coherent evolution of spiraled matter on the Earth.

**Conclusions**

The outlined experiments allow drawing the following general conclusions:

1. Bubbles rising in seawater displace molecules with accelerated speed, inducing bi-directed rotational motion of ions; experiments conducted in the Northern Hemisphere indicated that a clockwise rotational motion of anionic domain is gather at the bubbles upper half sphere, while a counterclockwise motion of stronger cationic domain is gather within the bottom half sphere and its vortex (Figure 8).

2. Large bubbles of c. (d>0.3 mm) rise with relatively high speed, thus they typically shed the upper hemisphere rotational motion and keep only a bubble bottom circuits.

3. Small bubbles of c. (d ≤ 0.3 mm) rise with relatively slow speed, thus they may sustain both the bubble upper and the bottom hemisphere motions and eventually interlaces both rotaries within the bubble vortex-cavity or at the bubble equator.

4. The bubble’s upper hemisphere motion forms larger diameter anionic circuits of relatively smaller pitch, rotating along the bubble equator.

5. The bubble’s bottom hemisphere motion forms relatively smaller diameter cationic circuits of a larger pitch, which rotates around the bubble bottom and in its vortex.

6. Cationic domains gathered within the bottom bubble sphere form strong lined-up chains, that probably enforces electrostriction of anions, within the bubble upper sphere.

7. Under water temperature above 20°C, a spontaneous splicing of both rotaries, forming a double helix motion may take place.

8. Probably unavoidable splicing of both rotaries takes place within the bottom cavity vortex, when both of the previously assembled bubble rotaries collapse.

9. The collected evidence suggests that bubble mediated anionic, cationic and hydrophobic domains may interlace and assemble motion of RNA/DNA like architecture, thus the bubble induced rotational features might be considered as an unique and extremely efficient, synergic mechanism responsible for spiraled matter creation as well as its coherent evolution taking place in salty waters on the Earth.

10. Bubble induced bi-rotational motion and its transition into aerosol droplets may provide synergic mechanism able to select and process dissolved matter and crate bio-cells.
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